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Abstract

Ensemble learning technique attracted much attention in
the past few years. Instead of using a single prediction
model, this approach utilizes a number of diverse accu-
rate prediction models to do the job. Many methods have
been proposed to build such accurate diverse ensembles, of
which bagging and boosting were the most popular. An-
other method, called Feature Subset Ensembles (FSE), is
thoroughly investigated in this work. This technique builds
ensembles by assigning each individual prediction model
in the ensemble a distinct feature subset from the pool of
available features. In this paper several novel variations
to the basicFSEare proposed. Extensive comparisons are
carried out to compare the proposedFSEvariants with the
basicFSEapproach.

1 Introduction

Over the history of machine learning one single learning
model was typically built to solve a given problem at hand.
From a set of candidate prediction models or networks, only
one is chosen to do the job. However, this single model may
not be the best one available. Moreover, helping it with
other prediction models can prove advantageous in improv-
ing the prediction accuracy. The technique of using multiple
prediction models for solving the same problem is known as
ensemble learning. It has proved its effectiveness over the
last few years.

The ensemble approach has been an active research topic
in the past few years [8, 9]. In this approach, a group of pre-
diction models are trained and used instead of just employ-
ing the best prediction model. The outputs of the individ-
ual prediction models are combined together, using simple

averaging or voting for example, to produce the ensemble
output. This technique has been proved, both theoretically
and empirically, to significantly outperform the single pre-
diction model approach [35, 19]. Using multiple prediction
models can get around a single prediction model overfit-
ting the data and can decrease the variance in its predic-
tions. However, for the ensemble to produce good perfor-
mance, the component prediction models not only need to
be accurate, but they also need to be diverse i.e. their gen-
eralisation errors should be as least correlated as possible
[18, 5]. This is intuitive, because nothing can be gained
from using prediction models that give identical predictions.
Researchers have developed many ways that are capable
of producing accurate diverse prediction model ensembles
[8, 9, 5]. The most popular methods are bagging [4], and
boosting [13, 14]. Both bagging and boosting are based on
creating an ensemble of networks, each trained using a dif-
ferent subset of training examples.

A relatively novel ensemble approach, called feature
subset ensembles (FSE), has been proposed in the litera-
ture. It has been named by different names in the literature,
but we propose to unify the naming under this term. The ap-
proach is based on creating an ensemble of networks, where
each network operate on a different subset of features (in-
put variables). TheFSE approach has not yet been suffi-
ciently explored in the literature, and this paper serves to
shed some light on its capabilities. Specifically, we pro-
pose several variants of theFSE approach, and conduct a
large scale comparison study. Some of the proposed vari-
ants turned out to outperform the basicFSE.

2 The Feature Subset Ensembles Approach

Feature selection is a very important part of the prepro-
cessing phase in machine learning [23, 8, 25] and statistical
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pattern recognition [37, 22, 19, 27]. In many real world
situations, we are faced with problems having hundreds or
thousands of features, some of which are irrelevant to the
problem at hand. Feeding learning algorithms with all the
features can result in a deteriorating performance, as the al-
gorithm can get stuck trying to figure out which features
are useful and which are not. Therefore, feature selection
is employed as a preliminary step, to selected a subset of
the input features, that contains potentially more useful fea-
tures. In addition, feature selection tends to reduce the di-
mensionality of the feature space, avoiding the well-known
dimensionality curse problem [19].

The disadvantage of feature subset selection is that some
features that may seem less important, and are thus dis-
carded, may bear valuable information. It seems a bit of a
waste to throw away such information, that could possibly
in some way contribute to improving model performance.
This is where Feature Subset Ensemble (FSE) comes into
play. It simply partitions the input features among the indi-
vidual prediction models in the ensemble. Hence, no infor-
mation is discarded. It utilizes all the available information
in the training set, and at the same time not overload a sin-
gle prediction model with all the features, as this may lead
to poor learning.

Let us give an illustative example. Assume we have ten
features, ranked in terms of effectiveness. This means the
feature selection algorithm selected feature 1, then feature
2, and so on. Assume that we have selected up toK = 5

features, so we use features{1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and discard the
rest. The discarded features provide some useful informa-
tion. For example features 6 and 7 might not be much
worse than feature 5, and so could be useful to consider. In
FSE, we would for example design 4 classifiers each tak-
ing a different set of features:{1, 2, 5, 7, 9}, {1, 3, 4, 6, 8},
{2, 3, 5, 6, 7}, and{1, 2, 3, 4, 10}. The output of the four
networks will then be combined by averaging or voting.

3 Review of FSE Approaches

TheFSE approach is a fairly new approach. Probably
less than around ten papers appeared on that topic. Most
of the techniques use random assignment of features among
the networks. We believe That there is room for improv-
ing FSE’s performance by utilizing intelligent assignment
techniques or specific weighting techniques, and this is one
of the issues studied in this work. First, we will here provide
a review about the work that has appeared onFSE.

Ho [20, 21] proposed a technique she calledRandom
Subspace Method (RSM). In this technique, a subset of fea-
tures was randomly selected for each prediction model. She
used C4.5 decision trees [34] as the base prediction model.
The number of features selected for each prediction model
was half the total number of features. Experiments were

undertaken to compare the RSM to bagging, boosting and
single tree prediction models employing all features. Four
publicly available datasets from Project StatLog [3] were
used. In each ensemble technique, a decision forest was
grown up to100 decision trees. RSM showed better per-
formance than bagging, boosting, and single tree prediction
model.

Bay [2] introduced a similar idea, calledMultiple Fea-
ture Subsets (MFS). In this method, he applied random fea-
ture selection to nearest neighbor (NN) prediction models.
Each NN prediction model was trained using a random sub-
set of features. Bay noticed that other ensemble learning
techniques, e.g. bagging or boosting, that depend on sub-
sampling the training set, failed to improve NN ensembles.
Therefore, he worked on another method that manipulated
input features instead of input patterns. Bay used two sam-
pling functions: sampling with replacement and sampling
without replacement. In sampling with replacement, a given
feature can be replicated within the same prediction model.
In sampling without replacement, however, a given feature
can not be assigned more than once to the same prediction
model.

Bryll et al. [6] also used a similar approach, which they
calledAttribute Bagging (AB). In this approach, each pre-
diction model is trained on a subset of randomly selected
features (without replacement). They proposed a frame-
work, in which the size of the feature subset is determined
first, and this parameter is problem dependent. Then, var-
ious subsets of that size are evaluated using the wrapper
method [25], and only the best of these subsets are used
for voting.

The methods discussed above are nearly similar in that
they assign features randomly to each individual prediction
model. They differ in the way their parameters (subset and
ensemble sizes) are estimated. In addition, they were tested
only on classification problems not regression tasks.

Alkoot and Kittler [1] proposed an approach that uses
traditional feature selection algorithms in order to maximize
the overall ensemble performance. They proposed three
different variations for building the ensemble: the parallel
system, the serial system, and the optimized conventional
system. In the parallel system, eachexpert(the term they
used for aprediction model) is allowed, in turn, to take one
feature such that the overall ensemble performance is op-
timized on a validation set. In the serial system, in con-
trast, the first expert is allowed to take all the features that
achieve the maximum ensemble accuracy on the validation
set. If some features remain, a second expert is used, and so
on. The optimized conventional system builds each expert
independently, and then features are added/deleted from the
ensemble as long as the ensemble performance is increased.

Günter and Bunke [17] proposed an ensemble creation
technique based on feature selection algorithms. They
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tested their method in the context of handwritten word
recognition, using Hidden Markov Model (HMM) recog-
nizer [28] as the base prediction model. In their approach,
each prediction model is given a well performing set of fea-
tures using any existing feature selection algorithm. Gn-
ter and Bunke used two well known algorithms: floating
sequential forward and backward search algorithms [33].
Each prediction model uses one of the two floating search
algorithms to get a unique feature subset.

Opitz [31] presented a Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach
for ensemble creation, called Genetic Ensemble Feature Se-
lection (GEFS). Opitz noted that GA can be used to search
through the large space of feature subsets, and to select the
best of such subsets to create a powerful prediction model
ensemble, such that those subsets create a diverse ensemble.
He argued that this task is an enormous problem, and can be
tackled using global optimization techniques such asGAs.

Guerra-Salcedo and Whitley [16] proposed anotherGA-
based approach for ensemble creation. However, they used
table-based prediction models, namely KMA [10] and Eu-
clidean Decision Tables (EDT)[15]. They applied the CHC
genetic search algorithm [11].

Oliveira et al. [30] also proposed aGA-based ensem-
ble creation technique. Their technique also used aGA
to find good feature subsets, however they employed a hi-
erarchical two-phase approach to ensemble creation. In
the first phase, a set of good prediction models are gen-
erated using Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA)
search[29]. The base prediction models used were Artificial
Neural Networks (ANN), however any type of prediction
model can be used. The second phase searches through the
space created by the different combinations of these good
prediction models, again usingMOGA, to find the best pos-
sible combination i.e. the best ensemble.

Cherkauer [7] introduced a system calledPlannett
(Person-Level Artificial Neural Networks for ExtraTerres-
trial Terrain classification), which combines ANNs in order
to achieve better accuracy in the difficult task of recognizing
volcanoes in radar images of planet Venus.

Liao and Moody [26] proposed a technique calledInput
Feature Grouping. The first step in the technique is to group
the input features into clusters based on their mutual infor-
mation, such that features in each group are greatly corre-
lated to each other, and are as little correlated with features
in other groups as possible. In the second step, each mem-
ber of the ensemble is given a representative of each feature
cluster. Liao and Moody applied their technique on an eco-
nomic forecasting problem having 9 input features. A hi-
erarchical clustering algorithm [12] was used to cluster the
input features.

Tumer and Oza [36, 32] presented an approach called
Input Decimation Ensembles (IDE). Their method is only
applicable to classification tasks. For a classification prob-

lem with L class labels, it constructsL prediction models.
Each prediction model is given a subset of the input fea-
tures, such that these features are the most correlated with
that class. The ensemble final output is the average of the
individual prediction models output.

4 The Proposed Variants

We tried out several variations on the basicFSE trying
to add more accuracy and stability. First, we tried two sam-
pling functions: with and without replacement. Second, we
tried to change the weighting scheme, to give higher empha-
sis on the more accurate prediction models. Two weight-
ing schemes were added beside the normal equal weight-
ing: weight according to training error and weight accord-
ing to prediction model relevance. Third, we tried to mix
up bagging and boosting with theFSE. prediction models
were given random feature subsets as usual, however they
are not trained using the whole training set, but rather on
a subsample thereof. Fourth, in an effort to increase the
diversity among different prediction models, we employed
feature selection withinFSE. Individual prediction models
are given random feature subsets, but they are not all used,
instead sequential feature selection is applied to this subset
to select the best components out of it.

4.1 Sampling Functions

The sampling funciton originally used in most of the pre-
vious methods, speciallyRSM [21] andAB [6], was sam-
pling without replacement. In this method, each prediction
model is given a subset of features by sampling without re-
placement from the pool of features i.e. when a feature is
chosen in the subset for a certain prediction model, it can
not be further chosen for thesameprediction model, while
it can be chosen in other prediction models. On the other
hand,MFS [2] used sampling with replacement in addition
to sampling with replacement. In this technique, a given
feature can be repeated in the subset chosen for a given pre-
diction model. Effectively, this is a way of reducing the
number of features chosen as these replicated features add
no new information to the prediction model. We experi-
mented with both sampling techniques, in order to see the
effect of the sampling function on the output of the ensem-
bles.

4.2 Weighting Functions

Many of the ensemble techniqes relied on equal weight-
ing of the individual prediction models [9]. The predic-
tion models have equal votes (in case of classification) or
equal weights in averaging (in case of regression). Further-
more, some ensemble techniques assigned weights to com-
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ponent prediction models relative to their performance, ei-
ther on the training set or on some validation set [6, 14].
This weighting mechanism proved useful in some situa-
tions, specially in boosting, to give larger emphasis on bet-
ter prediction models.

We tried out the above two weighting approaches: equal
weighting and weighting according to prediction model per-
formance on the training set. In equal weighting, each pre-
diction modelk was assigned a weightwk =

1
K

, whereK

is the ensemble size. In the second method, each prediction
model’s weight was computed using the softmax formula:
wk =

exp(−ek)
∑

K

i=1
exp(−ei)

, whereek is the training error for pre-

diction modelk.
In addition to these two techniques, we used a third

weighting mechanism. This relied on the relevance of
the features selected for each prediction model. The fea-
tures in the dataset were ranked according to their relevance
[23], employing a variant of sequential forward selection
(SFS) algorithm with 10-fold cross-validation. The algo-
rithm stops when all the features are selected in the subset,
and bases its estimate of the subset performance on the re-
sult of 10-fold cross-validation [24]. Then, each prediction
model is given a weight according to the ranks of the fea-
tures in its feature subset. The weight given to prediction

modelk is defined bywk =
w′

k∑
K

i=1
w′

i

wherew′

k =
∑n

i=1 ri,

ri is the rank of featurei, n is number of features in each
subset, andK is the total number of prediction models. This
weighting scheme measures the strength of each prediction
model in terms of the strength of features it has. It assigns
larger weights to hopefully more relevant prediction mod-
els, those that have the most relevant features.

4.3 Training Set Subsampling

Training set subsampling has beeen proved effective in
creating accurate diverse ensembles. The two most suc-
cessful ensemble techniques, bagging and boosting, are ex-
amples of training set subsampling. Therefore, we tried to
embed both of bagging and boosting intoFSE, as this has
the potential to increase the diversity of the produced en-
sembles. This seemed attractive, as it combined two or-
thogonal approaches, feature set subsampling and training
set subsampling, and they both perform well independently.
Hence, we tried to test their behaviour when working to-
gether.

When using bagging withinFSE, each prediction model
gets its own feature subset, and then trains on an indepen-
dent bootstrap sample drawn from the original training set.
The advantage of this approach, like bagging, is that the in-
dividual prediction models are completely independent of
each other, and can be created and trained in parallel.

On the other hand, using boosting withinFSE is a bit
more complicated. The version of boosting implemented

is AdaBoost.R. After providing each prediction model with
its feature subset, they are trained in sequence, with each
one given a different sample of the training set based on the
performance of the previous prediction models. Those pat-
terns that exhibit higher error with the previous prediction
model are given higher probability of beging represented
in the sample of the new prediction model. Thus, harder
patterns are given more emphasis than easier ones and the
prediction model can focus its attention to learning those
hard-to-learn paterns.

4.4 Embedded Feature Selection

We tried yet another technique to help increase diver-
sity of FSE. In using randomly selected feature subset for
each prediction model, features can get mingled together
in a way that might worsen that prediction model’s perfor-
mance. Some researchers already used other feature selec-
tion techniques for building prediction model ensembles,
e.g. genetic algorithms [16, 30, 31] and other mechanisms
[1, 17]. Hence, we thought of using feature selection after
the random feature sampling. In this approach, and after
giving each prediction model its random share of the fea-
tures, a feature selection algorithm is applied to choose the
best out of those features. Two algorithms were tried: Se-
quential Forward SelectionSFS [22] and Sequential Float-
ing Forward SelectionSFFS (algorithm [22]). The for-
mer is a simple and well-established feature selection algo-
rithm. The latter has been proved more accurate and stable
[22]. The versions of the algorithms employed use 10-fold
cross-validation for error estimation and stop when the per-
formance starts to deteriorate.

4.5 Feature Subset Selection Criteria

In addition to the above variations to the basicFSE, we
tried other systematic feature subset selection criteria.The
basicFSEuses random feature subsets for each prediction
model. We thought that having a more advanced feature se-
lection criteria that can make use of the knowledge about
the features, their relevance and correlation, has the poten-
tial of providing better results. Two criteria were tried out
for feature subset selection: feature relevance and feature
correlation.

4.5.1 Feature Relevance Criteria

Each feature has some inherent strength with respect to the
dataset it represents. Knowing those strong features can
help us partition the features into strong diverse subsets.
The features relevances are determined as described earlier
in section 4.2 using a variant of sequential forward selection
SFS algorithm. Then, this ranked feature list is divided
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into two equal lists: strong features list and weak features
list. Two techniques are employed to select feature sub-
sets for the prediction models, which we will call pure and
hybrid techniques. In the pure technique, each prediction
model takes its subset randomly from either the strong list
or the weak list. Half the prediction models take all their
features from the strong list, and the rest take theirs from
the weak list. On the other hand, each prediction model in
the hybrid technique takes half its subset from the strong list
and the other half from the weak list.

4.5.2 Feature Correlation Criteria

Correlation between features is a major issue in mahine
learning. Using highly correlated features adds little infor-
mation to the learning process. We tried to have a measure
of the corrlation between features, and wanted to roughly
divide them into a group correlated features and antoher of
uncorrelated features. We employed a heuristic approach
to achieve this objective. First, the correlation correlation
coefficient matrix is calculated for the features from the
training set. Then, the features are ranked descendingly
according to the abosolute value of their mutual correla-
tion. This is achieved by choosing the maximum correla-
tion value, extracting the two features intersecting in this
value, and adding them to the output list. Then, the next
highest value is found, and so on. After that, the feature list
is again divided into two equal lists: the correlated list and
the uncorrelated list. Likewise, two techniques are used to
select feature subsets for the prediction models from these
two lists. In the pure technique, half the prediction models
take all their features from the strong list and the rest take
theirs from the weak list. In the hybrid, on the other hand,
each prediction model chooses a mixture of features from
the two lists.

5 Simulations Experiments

We carried out a large scale simulation to assess the ef-
fectiveness of the developed variants ofFSE. We consid-
ered here only regression problems. For classification prob-
lems a similar study has yet to be performed. We performed
the comparison simulations on six datasets obtained from
the UCI repository, namely the datasets called bank32nh,
ailerons, syn, house16h, comp, and pole.

The prediction models used were the following. The first
one is the least square error model (LSE) which is simply a
linear regression model, i.e. it combines the features lin-
early. The other model used is classification and regression
treesCART. As is well-known,CARTbuilds a binary tree
splitting the space according to the training data. Then, it
can get the predicted value of any unknown input by fol-
lowing the path from the root to the leaves of the tree.

To be able to get a fair comparison betweenFSE and
the proposed variants, we performed more than one run on
the datasets. Ten independent runs for each dataset were
performed. In each of the runs, a random subset is chosen
from the dataset for training, with the remaining used for
testing. The training set size was chosen to be 200 patterns.
For each prediction model, theFSEvariants are compared
against the basicFSEas well as the single prediction model
using all the features (i.e. using one network rather than
an ensemble),SFS, andSFFS(both are well-known feature
selection algorithms based on sequential selection of fea-
tures [22]). Some of the model parameters are tuned using
10-fold validation, while others are fixed once and for all,
based on small experimental tuning on data sets other than
the ones considered. Table 1 gives the abbreviations used
for each of the usedFSEmethods. The performance mea-
sure used is the Normalized Mean Squared Error (NMSE),

which is defined byNMSE =

∑
i
(ŷi−yi)

2

∑
i
ŷ2

i

×100 %, where
ŷi is the predicted value andyi is the target value. Tables
2 and 3 give the average of the out of sampleNMSE for
respectively theLSE model and theCART model.

It can be seen thatFSE-06andFSE-07, i.e. theFSE

methods with embedded feature selection, are superior for
the LSE case. ForCART , FSE-04(the FSE with bag-
ging implemented in it), is the clear winner. We believe
this might be attributed to the fact that usingFSE and bag-
ging provides the maximal diversity, which one of the most
important criteria for ensemble models. It provides maxi-
mal diversity because the diversity comes from two aspects:
training set subsampling and feature subset selection.FSE-
04 on the other hand did not perform too well for theLSE

model. The reason, perhaps, is the the well-known fact that
bagging does not peform too well for linear models. It is
particularly suited for nonlinear models.

6 Conclusions

In this study we have performed a large scale compari-
son ofFSE methods for regression problems. There are
many ways to partition features among the ensemble mod-
els, and we proposed several ways for doing that, based on
sampling method, weighting functions, training set subsam-
pling, embedded feature selection, feature correlation, and
others. A possible future study is to assess these methods
for classification problems.
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